Abstract. We present a relaxed version of incompressible Euler equations that permits foliated flows involving two velocities. These relaxed equations allow a twophase evolution of some vortex sheets as an alternative to discontinuous solutions of Euler equations. In the case of two perfect fluids of different densities superposed one over the other, we show that this relaxation process yields a linearly well-posed two-phase solution.
u(0, x) = u0(x), where u(£, x) is the velocity field of the fluid at time t, x e R , and p is the normalized pressure. More precisely, we are interested in vortex sheets dynamics; that is, when the singular part of curl uQ is a measure carried by a regular surface. In the particular case where the regular part of curl u0 is zero, we deduce from (E) the Birkhoff-Rott system giving the evolution of the sheet [3, 22] . We know that the Cauchy problem for that system is ill posed in Hadamard's sense (linearly and nonlinearly, see [6, 13] ), the terms of spatial frequency ^ in the initial data being amplified by a factor e. This phenomenon is usually known as Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
Then if we follow Hadamard's modelling principle, which says that systems coming from physical modelling have to be well posed, the Birkhoff-Rott system for vortex sheets is not correct and must be discarded.
If we model, in a correct way, a physical phenomenon, we expect to get a wellposed system. In the case of vortex sheets, it seems that the inaccurate constraint lies in the assumption that the singular vorticity is at each time concentrated on a regular surface.
Nevertheless, if we follow Ovsjannikov's ideas and make use of scales of analytic functions, we can find an analytic solution during a finite time for any analytic initial data [5, 22] , But the physical meaning of analytic solutions is not obvious, and this point must be accurately discussed. As we shall see later, strong arguments indicate that analytic solutions can appear as "nonentropic" (or nonphysical) ones even before the appearance of a singularity, which generally occurs in a finite time.
What can we do then?
The first idea is to come back to Euler equations, written in conservative form (we replace the term (u ■ V)u by ^(u^u)), and to define weak solutions, that is, nonregular velocity fields satisfying the system in the distribution sense. Of course, the problem is to find a weak solution with a vortex sheet initial data. This has been investigated by Di Perna and Majda [10] . The existence of a weak solution to the Cauchy problem, in the case of a compactly supported and positive initial vorticity distribution, was recently proved by Delort [24] , Another approach is to relax the Euler system, following the ideas developed by L. C. Young on the calculus of variations [23] . Relaxing Euler equations consists in defining generalized flows which will be solutions of an extended form of Euler equations. This is a complex program in general, and we present here a first step in this method, restricting ourselves to the case of foliated flows involving two velocities. In this case, by means of homogenization techniques, we can establish a closed system of equations governing the evolution of the foliated flow. This relaxed system, which we shall call the foliated Euler system (F.E), is canonically determined since we suppose that the microscopic structure of the flow is regularly organized in thin sheets sliding freely one over the other.
Our purpose in this paper is first to introduce the system (F.E), and then to show that this system admits remarkable particular solutions:
-We exhibit a foliated flow, solution of (F.E), continuous for all / > 0, and admitting for initial data a discontinuous stationary solution of (E).
-In the case of two perfect fluids of different densities, we consider the initial state where the heavier is superposed over the lighter with horizontal interface and velocities equal to zero. Then we show that there is a two-phase solution as an alternative to the trivial steady one (corresponding to an ill-posed problem for the interface). We can show that the linearized system about this solution gives a wellposed Cauchy problem.
Some authors have defined measure-valued solutions for hyperbolic systems [9, 20] , Notice that we work here with very particular measure-valued solutions; this permits us to make explicit the conditions coming from the microscopic structure of the flow, and to set up a closed set of equations. We refer also to [19] , where the question of the convection of microstructures is investigated by means of homogenization methods. Finally, let us notice that generalized flows have been introduced, from a Lagrangian point of view, in [4] , using a relaxed version of the least action principle. Our approach is essentially different since we are mainly interested here in the Cauchy problem. As we shall see in the comments of Sect. 4, this relaxation process raises a lot of questions.
2. The foliated Euler system. In this section, we set up the system of equations giving the evolution of an incompressible foliated flow of a perfect fluid.
At a microscopic level, we can view a foliated flow as a foliation of thin sheets of two perfect fluids F+ and F~ , with the same density, sliding freely one over the other with two different velocities.
The macroscopic description of a foliated flow is a set of unknown functions defined on [0,T]xfi, where T > 0 is a given number and Q is an open subset of R3. There are three sorts of conditions that the unknown functions will have to satisfy:
(i) cinematic conditions, (ii) conservation conditions, (iii) dynamic conditions.
(i) Cinematic conditions. Here we define a foliated velocity field. A foliated velocity field is a set of four functions (u+ , u , n, v), where:
-u+(r,x), u~(?,x) are two velocity fields, -n(t, x) is a unit vector field giving the direction normal to the sheets, and -v(t, x) is a scalar function giving the normal speed of the sheets. These functions must satisfy the following conditions: (*) For all t, in the neighborhood of every point x, n(/, x) is the normal field to a family of surfaces (which we shall call the sheets). This can be expressed by the classical Frobenius condition n • curl n = 0 [1] , (**) At time t and position x, the normal speeds of F+ and F~ are equal to the normal speed of the sheets, v(t, x):
(***) The sheets are material surfaces; that is, they are transported by the velocity field vn(t, x). This can be expressed by the following equation:
where the lower index t indicates differentiation with respect to t and Pn is the orthonogal projection onto the plane normal to n .
This expression is a consequence of the following technical lemma. Lemma 1. Let n(7, x) be a unit vector field (of course n is supposed to be smooth enough). We suppose that, for all t, n is, locally in x , the normal field to a family of surfaces (we shall say that n is locally integrable) transported by the velocity field \(t, x) = v(t, x)n(t, x). Then we have n, = -PJv(n • V)n + Vv].
Proof. Let us define the flow <!>(/, x) associated to the field Y(t, x) by jU(?,x)=V(f,<D(?,x)), 0(0,x) = x.
Let T be a surface which is normal to the field n(0, x), and going through the point x . Let us write that n(7, <!>(?, x)) is normal to <!>(/, T) at the point 3>(?, x):
for all vectors t tangent to T at jc. Here £)$(/, x) denotes the differential of 0(r, x) with respect to the variable x .
If we differentiate this last expression with respect to /, we get For the converse, it suffices to notice that if n is a locally integrable field satisfying the above relation with a given function v(t, x), then the images by the flow <J> (associated to the velocity field wn) of the normal surfaces at time t = 0 are the normal surfaces at time t.
In short, a foliated velocity field is a set of functions u f , u~ , n, v defined on [0, I]xQ, and satisfying:
Notice here that if the relation (*) is satisfied for t = 0 , then (**) and (***) imply that it is satisfied for all time.
To settle the conservation and dynamic equations, we use classical homogenization techniques.
Let us consider a sequence u£(/, x) of solutions of the incompressible Euler equations which is bounded in the space L°°([0, T\ x Q): ut + dk(uku) =-Vpe, divu£ = 0.
We suppose that we can separate two phases F+ and by means of a characteristic function eE(t, x): ee(t, x) = 1 if at time t the point x is in F+ , eE(t, x) = 0 if not. Then ee satisfies the conservation equation e£+div (eEu) = 0 , which traduces the conservation of the phases during the motion.
We suppose now that the sequence u£ converges (in a convenient sense which will be defined below) towards a foliated flow, and then deduce the set of equations necessarily satisfied by u+ , u~ , n, v .
Let us state precisely the hypothesis of convergence on the sequence u£. We shall use the following notation: To each vector field u(t, x) defined on [0, T] x Q we associate the Young measure [23] <Su defined by (su><f>) = jj <t>(t, X, u(t, x)) dxdt for all continuous compactly supported test functions </>(?, x, y) on [0, T] x Q x R . Then we suppose that there is a smooth function e(t, x) such that the measure eeSuc converges for the vague topology towards eSu+; that is (e£SuC, 4>) -+ (eSu+, </>) for all <\>, and similarly (1 -ee)duf. converges vaguely towards (1 -e)8a-.
We readily deduce the weak convergences er(L°° , L1):
e(t, x) is the local concentration of the phase F+ .
(ii) Conservation equations. From the weak convergences above, taking the limits in the distribution sense, the equations eEt + div(e£ue) = 0 and div u£ = 0 readily give the conservation equations et + div(eu+) = 0, div(eu++ (1 -e)u ) = 0.
(iii) Dynamic equations. The dynamic equation satisfied by u£ can be written as curl (u£ + Sfc(u^ue)) = 0.
Writing u^u£ = ecukxi + (1 -e£)u^u£, we see that the convergence hypothesis implies that u^.u£ -► eu^u+ + (1 -e)u^u_) (weakly), from which we get the limit in the distribution sense: At this point, we have 11 unknown scalar functions: u+ , u-, n, v , e, p, and only nine scalar equations: the above dynamical equation, the two conservation equations, and the cinematic equations (**) and (***).
To obtain the two dynamical equations that will close the system, we make a hypothesis of dynamical foliation on the convergence of Vp£. Heuristically, we must have, at the limit, only one pressure gradient in the direction of the sheets; this traduces the fact that the pressure is continuous through the microscopic sheets.
We obviously have Vpe -> Vp in the distribution sense. We may state our hypothesis in writing that for all vector fields x(t, x), tangent to the sheets (i.e., satisfying t • n = 0), the sequence VpE -x converges strongly in some functional space towards Vp • t . In fact, it is more convenient to suppose directly that
the convergences being taken in the distribution sense. Denoting y': = u£ + <9fc(u£u£), and using the conservation equation e£ + div {etu) = 0, we get
e y = (e u ), + dk(e utu );
it follows that eeye -> ey+ in the distribution sense, y+ = u;+ + (u+ • V)u+ . But eeyE • x -> -eVp ■ r, and we deduce that y+ ■ x = -Vp ■ r ; similarly, we have
Of course, it suffices to write these relations for two independent tangent vector fields tj and r2; this gives four new scalar equations, but they are not independent of the dynamical equation which can be written as ey+ + (1 -e)y~ --Vp . In the sequel, we only retain the relation y+ • x -y~ ■ x for all tangent vector fields x. This can also be written as {y+ -y~) An = 0.
Let us resume the complete set of equations which govern the evolution of the foliated flow:
(y+-y")An = 0.
These equations are valid inside a foliated region. Now, we have to specify the conditions at the boundary and at the interface between foliated and unfoliated regions.
Conditions at the boundary and at the interface between foliated and unfoliated regions. Suppose that we have a foliated flow in an open subset Q of R3. Then, at the boundary dQ, we only have to express that the velocity of each phase F+ , Fĩ s tangent to the boundary; that is, u+ • v = u~ • u = 0, where u denotes the unit normal vector at dQ. (pointing outward).
Let us now examine the conditions at the interface between an unfoliated region (where the motion of the fluid is governed by ordinary Euler equations) and a foliated region (governed by the system (F.E)). We first notice that the system (F.E) will certainly have a "more hyperbolic" character than (E) since it permits each phase to relax into the other; consequently a foliated region, whose boundary travels at a finite speed, can appear. Since our purpose is to replace, if possible, discontinuous solutions of (E) by continuous foliated solutions of (F.E), we shall require that, at the interface between an unfoliated and a foliated region, the functions e, u, and p be continuous (this supposes that u is extended in a natural way by u+ or iT in the unfoliated regions).
On the conservation of the kinetic energy. Let Q be an open bounded subset of R . We consider a flow in Q which can be foliated in some region, and which satisfies the boundary conditions u+ • v = u~ • v = 0.
The total kinetic energy of the fluid is given by
We have f (e\u+\" + (\-e)\u \2)dx. Jci Proposition 1. During the motion, we have dE/dt = 0. Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we give the proof in the case when 0 < e < 1 everywhere. To handle the general case, it suffices to work with the (continuous) extensions by 0 of eu+ and (1 -e)u~ to the whole domain. We havê 
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As div u = 0 , u-n = 0 at the boundary and (u-V)u = Vu2/2-uAcurl u, applying the divergence formula we see that the two first integrals vanish. Then we get Proposition 2. Let us consider a C1 solution of (F.E) such that Edi(0) = 0 (i.e., the initial data identify with the field u(0)). Then we shall have Hdi(/) = 0 all the time and (F.E) identifies with the classical Euler system for the field u. So if 3di(0) = 0 and u(0, x) belongs to the Holder space Cl a(Q), there is no C1 solution of the Cauchy problem for (F.E) other than the classical solution of Euler equations (cf. [2, 
17]). '
Study of the two-dimensional case. First, we try to find particular solutions of (F.E) such that u+ , u~ , e , and p depend only on x{ , x2, U3 = u^~ = 0 , n(*, x) = (0,0, 1), and v(t, x) -0.
Then we have y -y~ and the system (F.E) reduces to the simpler form
In fact (F.E') models a two-dimensional foliated flow whose microscopic structure is three dimensional. We recognize here a classical system for mixtures.
Let us suppose now that the microscopic structure is also two dimensional. All the variables only depend on x, , x2, and U3 = = n3 = 0. We then have the same system (F.E) but now two-dimensional, the only differences being that the condition (*) is automatically satisfied and Eq. (3) can be put in a simpler form by using the angle <j>{t, x) defined in complex notations by n = ie ; (3) then becomes <j)t -Vi> • t -vVcp ■ n, where x = e"^.
It will be convenient to introduce the functions a> and A: o> = curlU, A = (u+-u~)-r.
Equations (3), (4), (6), and (7) These equations, together with the boundary conditions on <9Q, permit us to determine u+ , u-, u, and v from cp, e , a>, and A. Thus we are led to a system of four equations with four unknown scalar functions.
Remark. The chosen approach to set up the system (F.E) permits us to proceed shortly. But a difficult question about the existence of such sequences ue arises. However, as the system is canonical, we shall certainly get the same set of equations whatever approach we choose.
3. Three particular solutions of the foliated Euler system. Apart from the solution of the general Cauchy problem for the system (F.E), we now exhibit three remarkable solutions.
First example. We take £2 = R", and let a denote a positive parameter. In the (x, y) plane, we get an for all t > 0 and \y\ < 3a/2/3 . We complete the construction by setting u+(/, x, y) = 0 for y > 3at2/i and u~(t, x, y) = 0 for y < -3at2/3. Taking r2,3y/(6a) + 1/2 for |v| < 3at2'3, 1 for y > 3at2/3 , 0 for y < -3at2^ , the conservation equations (4) and (5) are satisfied. We check that in the foliated region (|y| < 3at2/3) y+ = y~~ = -Vp, with p = y2/(9t2) \ p can be continuously extended by a constant outside the foliated region. A straightforward computation shows that, per unit length in x, the kinetic energy of the system is constant and equal to 2a .
We verify that when t -> 0, u+ and u" converge to 0 in the distribution sense. So the system has for initial data a velocity field equal to zero and a kinetic energy of density 2a , spread along the x-axis.
Second example. Our second example is an expanding foliated layer which starts as a vortex sheet and asymptotes to a shear layer of finite thickness for large t. More precisely, in the (x, y) plane, we shall construct:
(i) A velocity field u0(y) parallel to the x-axis and discontinuous along the x-axis (see the profile of uQ in Fig. 1). e{t,x,y)= ' y( -n (ii) A nonnegative strictly increasing function fi(t) such that pi(0) = 0 and lim pi(t) = pi* (when t -► +00), where 0 < pi* < +00 .
(iii) A foliated flow in the layer |y| < pi(t) which is a solution of (F.E) fitting continuously with u0 at the boundary of the layer. We require also that e , u, and p be continuous on the whole layer \y\ < pi*.
This construction will give a solution of (F.E) in the layer |y| < pi*, admitting the velocity field u0 as the initial value. Of course we notice that in the regions where the flow is not foliated (F.E) reduces to the ordinary Euler system.
Here we shall take Q = {(x, y)| |y| < pi*} , (pi* will be specified later), and we write (F.E) in the particular case of an x-invariant foliated layer. We shall suppose that when the parameter a increases from 0 to 1, the coordinate y(t, a), defined by e(t, y(t, a)) = a, increases from the bottom to the top of the layer. At a fixed time t, because of the x-invariance, all the microscopic sheets are obtained by translating the sheet going through the origin, which is supposed to have the parametric representation (x(£, a), y(t, a)). Then we have to handle Eqs. (l)- (7) of (F.E).
Conservation equations (4), (5). Let us define the functions v+(t, a) and v~(t, a) by u±(?,^(£,q))
= v±(t, a). From the equation e(t, y(t, a)) = a, we deduce ey = 1 jya and et = -yt/ya, where we suppose ya >0 for all t > 0. Since div (eu+) = {eu^ )y = {oLV+)Jya , Eq. (4) gives -yt + (a«2+)a = 0, from which we get v2 = Yt/a,
where Y(t, a) = /0a y(t, a) da . We seek solutions satisfying u+(r, -y) = -u~(t,y). Then we have y{t, a) + y(t, 1 -a) = 0, and this gives v2 = ~Yt/{\ -a).
(3.2)
Cinematic equations (1), (2), (3). Equation (3) is obviously satisfied since we start here from a given parametrization of the microscopic sheets. (1) and (2) then give v~ = m{v~ -yt) +xt, (3.4) where m(t, a) = xjyn .
Dynamic equation (6) . Using x-invariance, the equation ey+ + (1 -e)y~ = -Vp reduces to ey+x+{\ -e)y~ = 0. We are interested in the solutions of (3.6) satisfying cf>{0) = a0i/3 + 0{6) when 6 goes to 0, a > 0 being a constant. If 0 is a solution of (3.6), then for all a > 0, <t>a{0) = 4>{a6) gives another solution; consequently, it suffices to study the case a = 1 , which is considered in the following lemma. Lemma 2. There is a unique global solution of (3.6) such that <j>{8) = 01/3 -I-0{6) when 6 -> 0 . Also, there is a value 6* > 0 such that 0 is strictly increasing from 0 to n on the interval [0, 6*}. Thus they can all be obtained from the particular solution (<j), £) by convenient changes of scales in time and space. Now we compute the initial velocity profile corresponding to this solution. Let us suppose the profile is given by the function k(y). We have u\(t, n(t)) = -k(p{t)) for all/.
Now u\(t, fi(t)) = -mp + A = mp, where m = -(1 + 1/ tan2 </>)(/>, </> = ^'(£)<!;. It follows that k{n) =■ pcp'{pV2).
From the expression k(p) = ieH^^, we readily get
The function k(p) is strictly increasing on the interval [0, p.*], p* = (6*)2^ . We see the velocity profile given by numerical computations in Figure 1 . Let us denote by B* the layer (-p* <y< p*). The above velocity profile gives a stationary solution of the Euler equations in B* which we shall denote u0 . Besides, we easily see that, for t infinite, p(t) and mji(t) go to zero and X(t) converges towards -k(p*). Then we deduce that, for |y| < p*, uf(t,y)-+ 0 and uf(t,y)-*-yk(p*)/p* when t -> +oc .
Finally, we state the main features of this example in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. There is an x-invariant solution of (F.E), admitting u0 for the initial value, continuous on B* for all t > 0, and consisting of a foliated layer which gradually widens. The width of the layer is equivalent to t2/9 (when t goes to 0) and increases towards B* as t -► +oo , while the foliated flow asymptotes to a shear layer.
Third example. In this example, we consider a foliated flow consisting of two fluids of different densities p+ , p~ , subjected to a vertical gravity field G. The system of equations describing the motion is easily obtained by slight changes in the system (F.E). Obviously Eqs. (l)-(5) are unchanged; we have only to replace (6) and (7) by p+ey+ + p~{ 1 -e)y~ = -Vp + (ep+ + (1 -e)p~) G, (6') (P+{j+ -G) -p~(y~ -G)) A n = 0.
We denote the system (1) --• (5), (6'), (7') by (F.E)y .
In the particular two-dimensional case where the sheets are vertical planes orthogonal to a vector e3 (we consider an orthonormal reference frame e, , e2, e3), the system reduces to a simpler form (F.E')?:
Let us suppose that G = -ge-,, g > 0 , that the heavier fluid F+ initially occupies the region y > 0 (and F the region y < 0), and that the initial velocities of the two fluids are equal to zero.
Of course (F.E') always admits the trivial solution u+ = u~ = 0. But we easily check that the functions e, u+ , u , and p , given in the layer |v| < agt /2 by the formulas
e{t, y) = + 4 , p(t,y) = -2 P P _gy, agt" 1 p + P where a = (p+ -p')/{p+ + p~), give a solution of (F.E') corresponding to the same initial data. Of course u+ (resp. u~) is continuously extended to the upper region (resp. lower) by the value 0 out of the layer, in the same way e is extended by 1 in the upper region (0 in the lower) and p by the hydrostatic pressure out of the layer. Notice that this two-phase solution corresponds to the particles of F+ falling freely into the fluid F~ with the acceleration ag, while the particles of F~ are moving with the acceleration -ag . 4 . Comments on the particular solutions of Sec. 3. 1. We shall not discuss the first example, which we consider to be mainly a curiosity.
2. By contrast, the second example gives, to our knowledge, the first explicit example of the nonuniqueness phenomenon arising in perfect fluid dynamics when we work with discontinuous velocity fields (vortex sheets). Here the Cauchy problem for (F.E) has two different solutions: the given stationary vortex sheet and the foliated solution.
Notice that nonuniqueness in Euler equations has been suspected for a long time. Prandtl's scenario, explaining the existence of irrotational steady flows with nonzero circulation around a body with a sharp edge, is based on the existence of a transient flow with vortex sheet, alternatively to the irrotational flow with zero circulation at each time. Rigorous proofs that such flows exist do not appear to have been given, although there is some experimental evidence about them.
Besides this point, the physical significance of this foliated solution is not obvious. Despite some efforts, we were not able to prove that it yields a linearly well-posed Cauchy problem. Thus the choice of the foliated solution instead of the steady vortex sheet can only rest on rather inconclusive arguments, like the fact that it is continuous for all t > 0, or an analogy with Example 3 (see the comments below).
Notice that this nonuniqueness phenomenon is classical in the study of the Cauchy problem for nonlinear hyperbolic systems, where we have a clear criterion (the entropy condition of Lax) to choose the good solution. Unfortunately (F.E) is not a hyperbolic system and this condition does not actually work. But Example 3 suggests to introduce some sort of generalized entropy condition (only heuristic at the present time) leading to prefer the foliated solutions (as the more chaotic ones). Besides, we can also notice from the examples that the foliated solutions increase (as times goes on) the functionals which are integrals of f(e), for all concave functions / on [0, 1] such that f(0) -/(l) = 0; the particular case /(e) = -e\o%e -(1 -e)log(l -e) corresponds to the Boltzmann mixing entropy.
The foliated solutions that we have shown here in Examples 1 and 2 cannot be obtained as limits of sequences of viscous solutions, in the sense given by Di Perna and Majda [10] , Indeed if it were the case, as was proved by these authors, the sequence would converge strongly (in the L sense) out of a space-time region of Hausdorff dimension < 1 . In fact, if we want to consider foliated solutions as limits of sequences of viscous solutions with a vanishing viscosity, we certainly have to introduce a convenient vanishing noise also; the question is open, but we stress the fact that, in order to give realistic numerical simulations of shear layers, one has to introduce two small parameters, viscosity and noise [8] , If u0 is a given vortex sheet, is there a two-phase solution of (F.E) admitting u0 as initial data?
The answer is probably negative because of the well-known tendency of the vortex sheets to roll up into spirals [18] . It seems that only particular cases such as the one we have shown could relax in this "simple" way.
Working with vortex sheets, which are particular discontinuous solutions of Euler equations, leads to disconcerting observations: in two dimensions, we can prove [13] that there exists initial data for which there is a global solution for t > 0 (which is an analytic vortex sheet), while we do not know anything about the existence of a solution for / < 0, even in a weak sense, for such initial data. This is strange behavior for a Hamiltonian system.
3. In the third example, for the same initial conditions, we have two solutions: the trivial steady solution and the foliated one. But, in this case, we can show that the first solution corresponds to an ill-posed problem for the interface, while the second is linearly well-posed.
Let us consider first the well-known [15, 21] system of equations giving the evolution of the interface between the two fluids in irrotational motion.
Suppose the interface is given in the (x, y) plane by the equation y = f(t, x). Let r(t, x) be the tangent unit vector to the interface at the point (x, f(t, x)), and do the length element on the curve. The cinematic equation gives /, = -/,k1 + k2, and the dynamic equation gives {p+y+ -p~y~) • t = (p+ -p~)G • t, where y+ and y~~ are the accelerations of the particles of F+ and F~ which are at time t at the position (x, f(t, x)), and Vl and V2 are the two components of the mean velocity V = (u+ + u~)/2 on the interface; they are given by the following singular kernels:
VJt, x) --f -7 ---x') dx', 2nJ (x-x')* + (f(t,x)-f(t,x'))2 where co(t,x) is the vorticity density on the curve, given by <x> dx = ~(u+ -\T)-x do .
Taking fx{t, x) and a>(t, x) as unknown functions and linearizing the system about the solution fx = 0, w = 0 gives straightforwardly the linear system:
where the operator A is defined, via the Fourier transform, by Aco(g) = 2n\£\cb(£) («(£) is the Fourier transform of the function co with respect to the x variable). This system yields a>tl = agln\^\(b, and we see that for a > 0 the Cauchy problem is ill-posed.
We can show, using the method of [13] , that the nonlinear problem itself is illposed. Of course this problem can also be solved in an analytic setting, using the methods of [15, 21] ,
We come now to prove the assertion that the linearized system about the foliated solution is well-posed. We shall consider a perturbed initial state where the interface is nearly horizontal and the velocities are equal to zero. We shall carry through the computations only in the case where p+ -p~ is small compared to p+ . This amounts to saying that the two fluids have the same density (taken equal to 1) and F+ is subjected to a field G while F~ is subjected to -G . This introduces a symmetry which leads to noticeable simplifications in the calculations. The general case works as well, but the calculations are rather cumbersome.
Thus we start by considering the system:
We easily check that this system implies that the quantities e~1 curl u4 (resp. (1 -e)~l curl u~) are conserved when we follow the particles of F+ (resp. F~). So, if we start with irrotational velocity fields u+ , u~ (this is obviously our case) they will remain irrotational at all times. This remark permits us to describe the system with only the two unknown functions e(t, x, y) and <f>(t, x, y), defined by u+ -u~ = V0. any real number), the solution 6(t, x) is, for all t, in the space HS~^2(R).
Notice that the same features occur (ill-posed interface problem and existence of a two-phase relaxed solution) in the case of two fluids in a porous medium. But this last case falls into the frame of hyperbolic problems, and we can show that the steady flat interface is nonentropic in Lax's sense [16] .
5. Conclusion. We have presented here a model of two-phase perfect fluid, based on the hypothesis that the local microstructure of the flow is a foliation of thin sheets. We have shown that this hypothesis yields a closed set of equations giving the evolution of the system. The evolution equation satisfied by the mean velocity has a supplementary term (Reynolds tensor) which can be explicitly calculated. This shows precisely the influence on the mean flow of this microstructure.
It is of course a very particular "turbulent" situation where the local fluctuations of the velocity field are given by only two fields with probabilities e and 1 -e . The Reynolds tensor does not look like some "eddy viscosity" term; it depends on the global structure of the flow and cannot be expressed only in terms of the mean velocity. Example 3 shows us that this relaxed model permits us to transform an ill-posed interface problem into a linearly well-posed relaxed problem. This is probably not the case for Example 2, in which we were only able to show the nonuniqueness phenomenon hidden behind the ill-posedness of the Cauchy problem for vortex sheets. Nonuniqueness is due to the discontinuity of the initial velocity, since we have shown that, in the absence of external forces, a two-phase relaxation cannot occur with a regular initial condition.
Although it is problematic in Example 2, the relevance to physics of the two-phase solution given by Example 3 is quite reasonable. We may guess that it could be obtained as the limit of the solutions of Navier-Stokes equations with a vanishing viscosity and a small scale (high spatial frequency) periodic perturbation of the initial interface.
